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Digitalization & AI for the Pharma Industry

❑ What types of AI applications are currently in use in the 

pharmaceutical industry?

❑ What tangible results has AI driven in pharma?

❑ Are there any common trends among these innovation efforts? 

How could these trends affect the future of pharmaceuticals?

Drug
Discovery

Drug
Development

Manufacturing Distribution
Sales & 

Marketing

The Pharma Industry Value Chain 

C.H. WONG, K.W. SIAH, ANDREW W. LO Biostatistics (2019) 20, 2, pp. 273–286

A study from MIT has found that only 13.8% of drugs successfully pass

clinical trials. Furthermore, a company can expect to pay between $161

million to $2 billion for any drug to complete the entire clinical trials

process and get FDA approval.
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AI in Drug Discovery (1/2)

Machine Learning for Pharmaceutical Discovery and Synthesis Consortium

This group is a collaboration between the pharmaceutical

and biotechnology industries and MIT. The goal of the

collaborative efforts is to facilitate the design of useful

software for the automation of small molecule discovery

and synthesis.
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AI in Drug Discovery (2/2)

Drug Discovery: scientific efforts towards the identification of molecules that 

could potentially be developed into a new drug

Cyclica is a biotechnology company that

combines biophysics and AI to discover drugs

faster, safer, and cheaper. They have partnered

with Bayer to create an AI-augmented integrated

network of cloud-based technologies

Atomwise developed AtomNet technology, a

deep learning neural network application for

structure-based drug design and discovery.

https://cyclicarx.com/
https://www.atomwise.com/our-technology/
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AI in Drug Development

Drug Development: Scientific efforts towards the identification of molecules 

that could potentially be developed into a new drug

Clinical Development: where AI has been used:

a) Identification,screening and engagements of patients for clinical trials 

(IBM Watson, Brite Health)

b) optimizing drug dosage at an individual level (CURATE.AI)

c) drug adherence in clinical trials (AI.CURE)

d) Analyse clinical trial operations (Mc Kinsey’s Quantum Black)
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AI in Clinical Applications

Mining Medical Records

Google Deepmind Health:

Google Deepmind is able to process hundreds of thousands of medical

information within minutes. Google is cooperating with the Moorfields Eye Hospital

NHS Foundation Trust to improve eye treatment.

IBM Watson :

IBM Watson Health offer a suite of products and services which help physicians to make 
more informed and accurate decisions faster and to cull new insights from electronic 
medical records (EMR).
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Extraction of “Invisible” Biomarkers

AI in Clinical Applications
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AI in Clinical Applications: Radiology
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A.I. + Radiology = Radiomics

Quantification of Imaging Phenotype

Aerts HJWL, et al. Nature Com. 2014
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Multiparametric Radiomics Platform
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AI today in Bracco/CDI
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Conclusion

Many fear that robots, A.I., and automation, in general, will take their

jobs without alternatives. The same anxieties emerged in healthcare

about artificial intelligence taking the place of radiologists, robots

surpassing the skills of surgeons, or taking jobs in pharma.

Physicians should accept technology understanding and using it

continuing to take the final decision about their patients

Physicians will work more efficiently at the interface with patients,

supporting and guiding them towards the fighting against their

own disease.

That is not true !!!

https://medicalfuturist.com/the-future-of-radiology-and-ai/
https://medicalfuturist.com/will-robots-take-over-our-jobs-in-healthcare/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2016/04/25/surprisingly-these-10-professional-jobs-are-under-threat-from-big-data/#322bade7426b

